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PREPARATION FOR NG CONVERSION: 

Before beginning conversion, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with 

package contents. If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to convert. Contact 

customer service for replacement parts. 

1. Turn off gas supply, and then remove cap on gas supply side. 

2. Recommended: Install a shut-off valve on gas supply side before installing the socket. 

3. Socket should be installed by an authorized technician in accordance with the national 

fuel gas code (NFPA 54/ANSI223.1). 

4. Before inserting plug, turn on gas supply and leak test all connections including the 

stem of the shut-off valve and the opening of the socket. For best results, use an 

ammonia-free soap and water 

solution. 

 

NATURAL GAS INSTRUCTION: 

 

1. To connect, push back socket 

sleeve (Fig. 1). 

2. Insert plug and release sleeve (Fig. 

2). 

3. Push plug until sleeve snaps 

forward (Fig. 3). (Gas will flow 

automatically. Failure to connect plug 

properly to socket will inhibit gas flow 

to the appliance.) 

4. Test connection with ammonia-free 

soap and water solution. 

 

To disconnect 

1. Pull sleeve back. Pull plug out of socket. (Gas is automatically shut off.) 

2. Close shut-off valve and replace dust caps on socket and plug. 

Fig. 3 
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 WARNING: 

Place the oven on a flat, level surface. 

Before the conversion, make sure all control knobs are in the OFF position, LP tank valve 

is closed, and tank is disconnected from regulator and removed from oven. 

 

NG CONVERSION INSTRUCTION: 

Before the conversion, make sure all control knobs are in the OFF position, LP tank valve 

is closed, and tank is disconnected from regulator and removed from oven. 

 

Before the conversion, make sure 

all control knobs are in the OFF 

position, LP tank valve is closed, 

and tank is disconnected from 

regulator and removed from oven. 

Next, open the door and remove 

the two cooking grills, smoker 

box, pizza stone, base grill and 

flame tamer.  
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Loosen the screws that are used 

to fasten the burner (see picture 

at right). Use a 10x12 mm Wrench 

to remove the thermocouple (right 

side of the burner) out from the 

burner. Next, pull out the ignition 

wire from the electronic igniter. 

Finally, take out the whole burner.  

 

 

Use a screwdriver to loosen the 

screw that is used to fasten the 

burner cover. Turn the burner 

cover until the hole marked “NG” 

overlaps with the fixing hole on 

the burner. Put the screw back 

into the holes and tighten again.  
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Use orifice removal tool to remove 

theφ1.2 LP orifice from the pizza 

oven. And then use the same tool 

to fix theφ1.8 NG orifice back to 

the position. 

 

 

Put the burner back into the oven 

and insert the ignition wire into the 

original position. Use the 10x12 

mm spanner to fix the 

thermocouple back into the oven 

again. Finally, fasten the burner 

with the original screws.  
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Put back the two cooking grills, 

smoker box, pizza stone and base 

grill into the right position.  

 

 

Use the 17X19 mm wrench to 

remove the regulator and then put 

on the NG hose. Fasten the hose 

using 17X19 mm wrench. 
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Use the screw driver to put the 

conversion screw into the knob.  

 

 

When converting to natural gas, 

please be aware that the low heat 

setting of the main burners and 

searing burner is “NG LOW,” as 

shown on the control panel. “LP 

LOW” setting is not applied when 

converting to natural gas. 

 

 WARNING: Please remember this is an outdoor gas oven. Many areas of the 

oven generate extreme heat. We have taken every precaution to protect you from 

the contact areas. However, it is impossible to isolate all high-temperature areas. 

Therefore, use good judgment and a certain degree of caution when cooking with 

this product. We suggest a covered, protected hand during operation of the oven. 

Do not move the oven when it is in operation or hot to the touch. Wait until the unit 

is turned off and properly cooled down before moving it. Failure to follow this 

warning could result in personal injury. 
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 IMPORTANT: 

After your outdoor kitchen is converted to natural gas, the working pressure for natural gas 

is 7-inche water column (WC). Gas pressure is affected by gas line size and the length of 

gas line run from house. Follow the recommendations in the chart below. 

 

From House to Oven 

Distance  Tubing Size 

Up to 25 ft. 3/8 in. DIA 

26 – 50 ft. 1/2 in. DIA 

51 – 100 ft. 2/3 in. of run 3/4 in. 

1/3 in. of run 1/2 in. 

Over 101 ft. 3/4 in. DIA 

 IMPORTANT: Please be aware that the BTU rating of the rotisserie burner will 

change after the oven is converted to natural gas. See below chart for reference: 

 

Burner LP Gas Natural Gas 

Main Burner 16,000 BTU / Hr 16,000 BTU / Hr 

 

CAUTION: 

If low flames or burner problems are observed after converting from LPG to NG, the 

natural gas lines may not be large enough. Refer to the “From House to Oven” chart above 

for natural gas supply line specifications. Please contact a plumber to assure proper 

pressure at 7-inch water column. 

DO NOT RETURN YOUR OVEN TO THE STORE. 
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Never attach an unregulated gas line to the appliance. Connection to an 

unregulated gas line can cause excessive heat or fire. 

Verify the type of gas supply to be used, either Natural Gas (N.G.) or Liquid Propane 

(L.P.), and make sure the serial plate agrees with that of the supply. Conversion kits are 

available separately for an additional cost, which will enable you to convert your oven 

from L.P. to N.G. or to convert your oven from N.G. to L.P. Please see your local dealer 

for more information. 

Always have a qualified service technician perform difficult conversions or 

modifications. 

For natural gas installations, an installer must supply a gas shutoff valve that is easily 

accessible to the oven. All installer supplied parts must conform to local codes, or in the 

absence of local codes, with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70- 2002, and 

the National Fuel Gas Code, NFPA 54-2002/ANSI Z223.1-2002. 

All pipe sealants must be an approved type and resistant to the actions of L.P. gases. 

Never use pipe sealant on flare fittings. All gas connections should be made by a 

competent qualified service technician and in accordance with local codes and 

ordinances. In the absence of local codes, the installation must comply with the National 

Fuel Gas Code, NFPA 54-2002/ANSI Z223.1-2002. Gas conversion kits may be 

purchased separately. When ordering gas conversion kits, have the model number 

and the type of gas (N.G. or L.P.) used for your oven on hand. 

This oven must be isolated from the gas supply piping system by closing its individual 

manual shut-off valve during any pressure testing of the gas supply piping system at 

test pressures equal to or less than 1/2 PSIG (3.5 kPa).  

The installation of this oven must conform with local codes, or in the absence of local 

codes, with National Fuel Code, NFPA 54-2002/ANSI Z223.1a-2002.  

Installation in Canada must be in accordance with the Standard CSA B149.1 or B149.2 

(installation code for gas burning appliances and equipment) and local codes. 


